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Stark effects in Rydberg states of xenon atoms were investigated both experimentally and theoretically. The experimental part consisted of laser-induced fluorescence-dip spectroscopy. Using a (2+1)-photon excitation scheme, xenon atoms were excited from the ground state to high-lying Rydberg ns and nd levels. Measurements were made in a controllable electric field environment, produced by applying a pulsed voltage to two parallel metal electrodes. For energy levels with principal quantum numbers ranging from 12 to 18, Stark shifts of up to 4.8 cm\(^{-1}\) were observed for electric fields ranging from 0 to 4000 V/cm. Additionally, mixing of energy levels in high electric fields was measured for nd levels. The experimental results were compared to a theoretical calculation based on solving the Schrödinger equation for a perturbed Hamiltonian. The calculation method proved to be very accurate for predicting Stark effects in Rydberg nd levels, while for ns levels the agreement was only moderate, probably due to deviations from the assumption of a hydrogenlike atom that is used in the calculation. Finally, the feasibility of using measurements of Stark shifts of Rydberg levels as a diagnostic for electric fields in low-pressure discharges was discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dc Stark effect is characterized by shifts and splitting of energy levels of atoms or molecules under the influence of external electric fields. Especially for highly excited Rydberg states, the Stark effect can be very pronounced, with shifts of energy levels much larger than the energy separation between levels. Over the last few decades, the Stark effect in Rydberg states has been studied extensively, both experimentally and theoretically. The first investigations studied alkali-metal atoms [1–4], while later also noble gases, including xenon, krypton, and argon, were investigated [5–8].

In gas discharge physics, the electric field distribution is an important quantity. In low-pressure discharges, it drives many fundamental processes and is closely connected to other plasma parameters such as charge densities and fluxes. Additionally, the electric field is often used as input for plasma modeling. Therefore, measurements of electric field distributions in plasmas are desirable.

Detection of Stark effects in atoms and molecules by laser spectroscopy can be used as a diagnostic for electric field strengths in plasmas. This technique was first demonstrated in BCl\(_3\) [9] and helium discharges [10,11]. Later, measurements in hydrogen and argon plasmas were performed [12,13].

In recent years, Czarnetzki et al. [14] introduced a new method for the detection of Stark effects based on laser-induced fluorescence-dip (LIF-dip) spectroscopy. With this double-resonance technique the sensitivity of the measurements in a hydrogen discharge could be improved by an order of magnitude compared to conventional LIF methods.

Recently, the use of the LIF-dip technique has been extended to argon discharges [15,16].

In the research described in this paper we investigated Stark effects in xenon atoms by LIF-dip spectroscopy. The goal of these investigations was twofold. First, we characterized the shifts of bound Rydberg ns and nd levels in externally applied electric fields for principal quantum numbers ranging from 12 to 18. The experimental Stark spectra were compared with a theoretical calculation based on solving the Schrödinger equation for a perturbed Hamiltonian. Similar investigations, using a different excitation scheme, have been performed for autoionizing ns and nd Rydberg levels in xenon by Ernst et al. [17].

Second, we investigated the feasibility of using LIF-dip Stark shift measurements as an electric field diagnostic in low-pressure gas discharges. Our excitation scheme uses the ground state of the xenon atoms as the lower level, which makes it possible to measure electric fields not only in plasmas, but also in neutral gas. This is a unique feature for noble gas electric field diagnostics, making investigations of discharges with low degrees of ionization, such as plasma breakdown, possible. Additionally, electric fields in discharges in other gases than xenon can be performed by adding xenon to the discharge as a trace species.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section II contains experimental investigations, presenting both the experimental arrangement and the results. In Sec. III a theoretical calculation method is described and the calculation results are compared with the experiments. In Sec. IV we investigate the feasibility of using our experimental technique as an electric field diagnostic in low-pressure plasmas. Section V contains the conclusions and a short outlook.
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We investigated Stark effects for $nd[3/2]_{3/2}$ levels with principal quantum numbers $n=12–15$ and $n=18$. Figure 3 shows fluorescence-dip spectra for the transition to $15d[3/2]_{3/2}$ in different electric fields. It is clear that the dip at 586.51 nm, corresponding to the $15d[3/2]_{3/2}$ level, moves to longer wavelengths for increasing electric fields. Additionally, for an electric field of 2100 V/cm, we observe extra dips at wavelengths 586.40 and 586.28 nm. These dips correspond to transitions to $13f$ levels which are forbidden without an electric field, but become allowed when they are mixed with other levels in high electric fields.

The shifts of $nd[3/2]_{3/2}$ levels in electric field for principal quantum numbers $n=12–15$, and $n=18$ are shown in Fig. 4. For applied electric fields between 0 and 4000 V/cm, we measured Stark shifts of up to 4.8 cm$^{-1}$. The measurements show that the observed shift is higher for larger principal quantum numbers, as expected.

2. Stark effects for ns levels

The shifts of $ns[3/2]_{3/2}$ levels in electric fields for principal quantum numbers $n=14–16$ are shown in Fig. 5. Applying

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the electrical arrangement for creating short voltage pulses. The high-voltage transistor switch (Behlke Electronic GmbH) could be triggered externally for synchronization purposes. The electrodes were mounted inside a vacuum chamber, creating a gap of 3 mm.

Both beams were sent to a vacuum chamber containing an electrode arrangement. The two beams were parallel to the electrode surfaces and crossed each other in between the electrodes. The energies of both lasers were reduced to a few hundred microjoules to avoid initiating a discharge and disturbing the applied electric field.

The fluorescence light was detected perpendicular to the laser beams by an intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD) camera. A lens system and an interference filter imaged the fluorescence light onto the ICCD camera, detecting only 828.2 nm light.

We applied a pulsed electric field to parallel plate electrodes, separated by 3 mm, in xenon gas at 50 Pa. The field was pulsed to prevent the formation of a discharge for voltages above the breakdown voltage of the system. Using the electrical scheme shown in Fig. 2, we could apply voltage pulses with a full width at half maximum of about 50 ns and an amplitude of up to 1.5 kV. In this way, the electric field in the gap was controllable and uniform.

Finally, the lasers, the ICCD camera and the voltage pulse were synchronized with a delay generator.

B. Experimental results

1. Stark effects for nd levels

The experimental arrangement consisted of a laser system for the excitation of xenon atoms to Rydberg levels, an electrode arrangement for the application of electric fields, and a detection system to monitor fluorescence light.

Stark effects in xenon were measured by probing high-lying Rydberg states by LIF-dip spectroscopy. We used a (2+1)-photon excitation scheme, shown in Fig. 1, which was similar to that used by Ebata et al. [18] for investigations in NO and Czarnetzki et al. [14] for atomic hydrogen. First, ground-state xenon atoms were excited to the $6p[1/2]_{1/2}$ level in a two-photon transition at 249.629 nm. Subsequently, fluorescence light with a wavelength of 828.2 nm could be observed as a result of decay to the $6s[3/2]_{3/2}$ state. A second laser was tuned to probe the transition between the intermediate $6p[1/2]_{1/2}$ level and high-lying Rydberg ns and nd states. A resonance for such a transition was detected as a decrease of the fluorescence intensity, because part of the $6p[1/2]_{1/2}$ level population was transferred to the Rydberg state. Therefore, when scanning the second laser and monitoring the fluorescence intensity, a transition to a Rydberg state was detected as a dip in the spectrum.

The two lasers necessary for the excitation were both tunable dye lasers, pumped by the same pulsed neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) laser. The first dye laser was pumped by the third harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser and operated at 499.258 nm. This light was subsequently frequency doubled by a beta barium borate (BBO) crystal to create 249.629 nm photons for the two-photon transition. The second dye laser was pumped by the second harmonic output of the same Nd:YAG laser and operated at wavelengths between 580 and 630 nm.

II. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

In this section we present our experimental investigations on Stark effects of xenon ns and nd levels. First, the experimental arrangement is described in Sec. II A. Next, the results of the measurements are presented in Sec. II B.

A. Experimental arrangement

The experimental arrangement consisted of a laser system for the excitation of xenon atoms to Rydberg levels, an electrode arrangement for the application of electric fields, and a detection system to monitor fluorescence light.

Stark effects in xenon were measured by probing high-lying Rydberg states by LIF-dip spectroscopy. We used a (2+1)-photon excitation scheme, shown in Fig. 1, which was similar to that used by Ebata et al. [18] for investigations in NO and Czarnetzki et al. [14] for atomic hydrogen. First, ground-state xenon atoms were excited to the $6p[1/2]_{1/2}$ level in a two-photon transition at 249.629 nm. Subsequently, fluorescence light with a wavelength of 828.2 nm could be observed as a result of decay to the $6s[3/2]_{3/2}$ state. A second laser was tuned to probe the transition between the intermediate $6p[1/2]_{1/2}$ level and high-lying Rydberg ns and nd states. A resonance for such a transition was detected as a decrease of the fluorescence intensity, because part of the $6p[1/2]_{1/2}$ level population was transferred to the Rydberg state. Therefore, when scanning the second laser and monitoring the fluorescence intensity, a transition to a Rydberg state was detected as a dip in the spectrum.

The two lasers necessary for the excitation were both tunable dye lasers, pumped by the same pulsed neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) laser. The first dye laser was pumped by the third harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser and operated at 499.258 nm. This light was subsequently frequency doubled by a beta barium borate (BBO) crystal to create 249.629 nm photons for the two-photon transition. The second dye laser was pumped by the second harmonic output of the same Nd:YAG laser and operated at wavelengths between 580 and 630 nm.

FIG. 1. Excitation scheme for LIF-dip spectroscopy in xenon.
electric fields in the range of 0 to 4000 V/cm resulted in Stark shifts of the $ns$ levels with a maximum of 0.6 cm$^{-1}$.

When comparing these results for $ns$ levels with the Stark shifts of the $nd$ levels with similar energies (Fig. 4), it is clear that the shifts of the $ns$ levels were much smaller.

III. THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

In this section a theoretical calculation of Stark effects is discussed. The calculation method and procedure are described in Sec. III A. Some representative examples of calculated results are presented in Sec. III B. Finally, in Sec. III C the calculation results are compared with the experimental results from Sec. II.

A. Calculation method and procedure

A calculation method for describing Stark structures of Rydberg states in alkali-metal atoms was introduced by Zimmerman et al. [3]. This calculation method was extended by Kelleher and Saloman to describe atoms with anisotropic cores such as barium [4]. In recent years, the method, in slightly modified form, has also been applied to noble gases such as xenon [6], argon [8,19], and krypton [20]. In these investigations the calculation of the radial matrix elements was simplified by using tables of calculations by Edmonds et al. [21] instead of calculations in the Bates-Damgaard approximation. We will also use this modified Zimmerman method for our calculations. The theoretical calculation method has been extensively described in the references mentioned above. Therefore, we will only briefly point out the main features.

(i) For Rydberg levels of noble gas atoms, the $jK$-coupling scheme is most suitable [22]. In this scheme, the orbital angular momentum of the Rydberg electron $l$ is strongly coupled to the total angular momentum of the ionic core $J$. The resultant momentum $K$ is coupled to the spin of the Rydberg electron $S$, giving the total angular momentum of the atom $J$. Energy levels can now be described by wave functions of the form $\varphi=|n l(K)\rangle$, where $n$ is the principal quantum number.

(ii) The energies of Rydberg levels in electric fields can be found by numerically solving the Schrödinger equation for an atom interacting with an electric field $\mathbf{F}$:

$$H\psi=E\psi,$$

with the total Hamiltonian $H$ described by

$$H = H_0 + e\mathbf{zF}.$$  

Here, $H_0$ represents the Hamiltonian of the atom in zero field and $e\mathbf{zF}$ the dipole interaction of the atom with the applied electric field. The axis $z$ is chosen to be parallel to the electric field vector.

(iii) At the start of the calculation procedure, the diagonal matrix $H_0$, of which the elements are the zero-field energies of the Rydberg levels, is constructed. Not only are the Rydberg levels involved in the laser excitation included, but also neighboring Rydberg states, because of interactions with these levels. Most of these data can be found in literature [23], but the energies of some levels had to be calculated using the method of Kelleher and Saloman [4].

(iv) The off-diagonal elements resulting from the Stark Hamiltonian, $H_{\text{Stark}}=e\mathbf{zF}$, are calculated for each value of the electric field. The radial matrix elements, are calculated in the Coulomb approximation, using tables presented by Edmonds et al. [21]. As mentioned in Ref. [21], these tables are in agreement with the methods used by Zimmerman et al. [3] and Kelleher and Saloman [4].

(v) The total matrix $H=H_0+H_{\text{Stark}}$ is numerically diagonalized.

(vi) The energies of the Rydberg levels in electric fields correspond to the eigenvalues of the total Hamiltonian $H$. The transition intensities can be calculated using the eigenfunctions of $H$.

The main approximation in this calculation procedure is that the xenon Rydberg atom is a hydrogen-like atom. This assumes nonpenetrating electron orbits, which is valid for large values of $l$, but is a less appropriate approximation for small $l$ values.

It should be noted that although this calculation method involves parameters such as quantum defects and zero-field energies, we did not use adjustable parameters to fit the theory to experimental results.

B. Calculation results

As an example of the results of the calculation, a Stark map of energy levels around $15d[3/2]_1$ is presented in Fig. 6, showing the positions of the energy levels as a function of electric field. An excitation spectrum can be calculated from the Stark maps using the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian.
Without an electric field, the selection rules of $jK$ coupling only allow certain transitions. Therefore, the calculated excitation spectrum will not show transitions to all levels presented in Fig. 6, but only the transitions allowed by the selection rules. An example of a calculated spectrum for the $15d[3/2]_1$ state in different electric fields is shown in Fig. 7. The zero-field spectrum shows only the allowed transition to the $15d[3/2]_1$ state, the other allowed transitions $15d[1/2]_1$ and $17s[3/2]_1$ are outside the plotted spectral range. It is clear that the $15d[3/2]_1$ level shifts to longer wavelengths in moderate electric fields. Additionally, in high electric fields, extra transitions which are forbidden in zero field, become allowed.

C. Comparison of theoretical and experimental results

From the theoretical spectra, such as shown in Fig. 7, the shifts of the $nd$ and $ns$ levels for different electric fields were determined. In Figs. 4 and 5, these calculated shifts are compared to the experimental shifts. It can be seen that the calculated results matched the experiments very well for the $nd$ levels, while for the $ns$ levels the agreement was only moderate.
These comparisons show that the relatively simple calculation procedure can very accurately describe Stark effects of nd levels in xenon Rydberg atoms. The assumption of a hydrogenlike atom with a Coulomb potential and nonpenetrating orbits appears to be valid for nd levels. However, for the ns levels, the calculation gives less accurate quantitative results, probably because the assumption of nonpenetrating electron orbits is not valid for these levels.

In both the experiments and the calculations, extra transitions become allowed for high applied electric fields. From our experimental results (Fig. 3), we can determine the energies of the different observed levels and compare them with theoretical Stark maps (Fig. 6). Figure 8 shows that the extra transitions observed were also in agreement with the calculated results. They were caused by mixing between the 15d[3/2]_1 level and levels from the 13f manifold.

IV. FEASIBILITY FOR USE AS ELECTRIC FIELD DIAGNOSTIC

Following the experimental and theoretical results from the previous sections, we now will discuss the possibility of using Stark shift measurements of Rydberg levels in xenon as a diagnostic for electric fields in low-pressure discharges. We present the procedure to measure electric fields and estimate the accuracy and minimum detectable electric field for our proposed diagnostic. Additionally, possible applications for the diagnostic are identified.

The investigations so far have shown that we can measure Stark shifts of Rydberg levels in xenon atoms. Furthermore, we can also accurately predict these Stark shifts for nd levels.
using a theoretical calculation. Therefore, the \( nd \) levels appear to be suitable as an electric field diagnostic by measuring the Stark shifts in unknown electric fields. For the \( ns \) levels, the observed shifts were much smaller than for \( nd \) levels and the theoretical calculation was less accurate, therefore these levels are less suitable as electric field diagnostic.

Quantification of an unknown electric field strength can be done by matching observed fluorescence-dip spectra with theoretical calculations for different fields. The accuracy of such a diagnostic can be estimated from the comparison between our experiments in known electric fields and the theoretical calculation, shown in Fig. 4. Also the minimum detectable electric field, that is the minimum detectable shift, can be estimated from this figure. Obviously, these specifications are different for the different levels of xenon, because they show different Stark shifts. Table I summarizes the main specifications of the electric field diagnostic using different \( nd \) levels.

It should be noted that for \( n=12–15 \) the maximum electric field was determined by our experimental arrangement, not by limitations in the measurement method. For \( n=18 \), the maximum field was determined by decreasing signal intensities caused by mixing with neighboring levels.

From Table I it can be concluded that electric fields in the range 250–4000 V/cm can be detected with an accuracy of about 50 to 150 V/cm by measuring Stark shifts of appropriate levels. For field measurements in low electric fields (250–1000 V/cm), using the \( 18d[3/2]_1 \) level is most suitable. For intermediate fields (1000–2500 V/cm), the \( 15d[3/2]_1 \) state gives most accurate results. High electric fields (2500–4000 V/cm) were only measured using the \( 12d[3/2]_1 \) level.

Since we have shown that our theoretical calculation is accurate for calculating Stark shifts for \( n=12–15 \) and \( n=18 \), it can be expected that it is also accurate for other similar values of \( n \). Therefore, in general for the measurement of high electric fields, levels with low \( n \) are most suitable and for detection of low electric fields, the levels with high \( n \) are best.

In many low-pressure gas discharges, electric fields of up to a few kV/cm can be expected, for instance, sheath regions of glow discharges and moving ionization fronts in plasma breakdown. For these types of discharges, measuring Stark shifts of Rydberg levels is an interesting diagnostic for electric field strengths.

An important advantage of the proposed technique is the use of the ground state of the atom as initial level for excitation. So far, electric field diagnostics for noble gas discharges used metastable atoms as lower level \([15,16,19,20]\). Using the ground state makes it possible to measure electric fields in neutral gases or plasmas with low degrees of ionization, such as ionization fronts in plasma breakdown.

Additionally, by using a LIF detection scheme, electric field distributions in time-varying plasmas, such as rf discharges, can be monitored. This is not possible using optogalvanic detection methods.

It should be noted that the current technique is limited to discharges containing xenon at relatively low pressure. First, the xenon atoms are needed for detecting Stark shifts. However, xenon may be added to a discharge as a trace gas, extending the possible use of the technique. Additionally, the total gas pressure cannot be too high, because of collisional quenching of the intermediate \( 6p[1/2]_1 \) level, which reduces the intensity of the fluorescence signal. Furthermore, pressure broadening will increase the width of the observed dips, making it more difficult to detect small shifts accurately. The maximum pressure for which this diagnostic can be used was not investigated in detail yet, but was estimated to be around 5000 Pa, limited by pressure broadening leading to a dip width of about 6 cm\(^{-1} \) (200 pm) \([24]\).

### V. Conclusions

We measured Stark effects in low-pressure xenon gas by LIF-dip spectroscopy. Using a \((2+1)\)-photon excitation scheme, starting from the xenon ground state, \( nd \) and \( ns \) Rydberg levels were investigated in various electric fields. For principal quantum numbers ranging from 12 to 18, Stark shifts of up to 4.8 cm\(^{-1} \) were measured for electric fields from 0 to 4000 V/cm.

The Stark effects were also studied using a theoretical calculation. With this relatively simple calculation procedure, we could accurately calculate Stark effects in \( nd \) levels. For \( ns \) levels, the match with experiments was only moderate. This shows that the main assumption of the calculation, a hydrogenlike atom with nonpenetrating electron orbits, is

![Theoretical Stark map for energy levels around 15d[3/2]_1, with superimposed experimentally observed transitions.](image-url)

FIG. 8. Theoretical Stark map for energy levels around 15d[3/2]_1, with superimposed experimentally observed transitions. The solid lines are calculations, the squares (■) indicate experimental results.
valid for calculating Stark effects of nd Rydberg levels. For ns levels, the deviations were probably caused by deviations from the assumption of a hydrogenlike atom. To accurately calculate Stark effects for these levels, more sophisticated calculation methods are needed.

Measurements of Stark shifts of nd Rydberg levels can be used as an electric field diagnostic in low-pressure gas discharges. With our current technique we can measure electric fields from 250 to 4000 V/cm with an accuracy of about 50 to 150 V/cm. These measurements can be performed with both spatial and temporal resolution. Additionally, the use of the ground state as the lower level in the excitation scheme, makes it possible to measure electric field distributions in neutral gas and weakly ionized plasmas. Furthermore, xenon can be added to a discharge as a trace gas for diagnostic purposes.

A possible application of this diagnostic is the study of electric fields during plasma breakdown. Especially for investigations of the electric field enhancement in moving ionization fronts and the formation process of sheath structures, our proposed technique can be used. Such investigations are currently being performed and first results are expected in the near future.
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